
Lightbox mit Flamingo dekorieren
Instructions No. 1590
 Difficulty: Advanced
 Working time: 3 Hours

Lightboxes, also called lightboxes , are currently the trendy decoration idea! A creative idea with which you can design your home
atmospherically and individually. You need only a frame, Lamp foil and a Marker, Color or similar for unlimited creative possibilities!

Painting the cardboard frame: First prime the cardboard frame with white
Acrylic paint and let it dry. We painted the outer frame with Pink and painted
it with Inca Gold, Conjure up effects. Paint the front side of the cardboard
frame with Inca Gold and now decorate this and the side walls with white
Edding.

Measure the Lamp foil: Place the cardboard frame on the Lamp foil and
draw the outer and inner edges. Now cut the measured Lamp foil on the
outer edge. At the corners, cut the Lamp foil in each case up to the mark
(inner edge of the cardboard frame). 

Stencil transferred: It is best to spray Stencil with temporary spray adhesive
for the time being, so that Stencil cannot slip. Then place the Stencil on your
foil and stick the motif onto the Lamp foil. 

with the help of a nudge brush. Glue the Lamp foil:. Fold the cut area of the
foil backwards. Apply double-sided Adhesive tape to this area. Now you can
slide the foil into the frame and glue it in place to achieve a nice clean result 

Illuminate: You can now attach a light source on the backside like a light
chain and experience your beautifully designed light box.

Article number Article name Qty
761192-49 edding 750 "Gloss varnish-Marker"White 1
644303-03 VBS Double page Adhesive tape3 mm 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/cardboard-frame-hexagon-a176813/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/viva-decor-inka-gold-62-5-g-a158882/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/edding-750-gloss-varnish-marker-a58334/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/edding-750-gloss-varnish-marker-a58334/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/vbs-lamp-foil-0-3-mm-a32281/
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/en/basic-material/lamps-and-lights/chains-of-lights/
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